The needle of the British compass slowly swung round on the Russo-
Polish question. The British Government., for reasons of propa-
ganda and as a sop to public opinion, expressed words of sympathy to the
Polish people, but were acting in accordance to the secret understanding
with the Soviets—against the security of the Polish Republic. From
February 22nd, after Churchill had announced his Government's consent
to the new partition of Poland (it meant the destruction of the Polish
nation), the true position of the British Government could no longer be
disguised. The complacency displayed by the Kremlin and the attitude
of the English Press not only horrified Britain, where a " veritable cloud
of fear and trembling had fallen " on the people, but also those friends of
Britain across the water.
W. C. Bullit, former American Ambassador to Russia, in his corres-
pondence from Italy, reported in Life., presented the feelings of the people
of that country, feelings which were common to the whole of Europe.
" Rome," wrote Bullit, " sees again approaching from the East a wave of
conquerors. The talk of all men throughout Italy is the question :c Will
the result of this war be the subjugation of Europe by Moscow instead of
Berlin ? * They are afraid that the withdrawal of American and British
Forces from the Continent will leave them at the mercy of the Soviets.
And they judge the quality of that mercy by the Russians3 treatment of
the Poles."
The peoples of Europe saw in this treatment which Britain was meting
out to Poland, her attempts to destroy the unity of the Polish Nation,
the ominous signs of what was to be the ultimate fate of the Continent.
The weak Britain of 1939 had had friends throughout this Continent,
but the Britain of 1944, armed to the teeth, was fast losing her sympathisers,
as her lack of the capacity and ability to hold down the leadership of
Europe grew more and more apparent.
Britain was not bold enough to gather around her the nations willing
to support her and in that union build the firm foundations for the
establishment of a Pax Britanica^ which would be synonymous to a Pax
Europea. Instead, she had hesitated and, by bargaining with Russia over
a portion of the Continent, had lost the first round; after the Baltic States,
Poland was to be the next victim.
There was a certain amount of fear among the Poles in Britain and
America and within Poland itself that Mikolajczyk's Government might
give in and agree to the signing of this new partition and enslavement of
Poland.
" The Teheran Agreement," wrote Listy z Londynu (London's Letters)
" has never been published, nor has our Government been notified. The
Soviets, however, are referring to it, and stating that by it the c Curzon Line/
(nothing less, in other words, than the * Ribbentrop-Molotov Line *) has
been established as Poland's frontier. Britain constantly advises us that this
* Line ' is * just and reasonable * and demands our consent to it. It appears
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